The type MG BCM 2RP Gas Cylinder Storage Cage has been designed primarily as a secure storage unit for building sites and mines. The lockable gate, mesh sides and roof sheeting ensure cylinder and gear security. A Ramp has been fitted to this unit to allow cylinders to be easily moved into the Cage by rolling the base of the cylinder up the ramp. The Cage is fitted with a 4 point Crane lift and Forklift pockets underneath for transport. The internal load binder prevents cylinder movement during transport.

The standard finish on the Cage is Zinc Plated.

Available in either an assembled option (MG BCM 2RPA) or supplied as a flat-pack unit (MG BCM 2RPF).

**SPECIFICATIONS:**
- Safe Working Load (SWL) 750 kg
- Unit Weight 175 kg
- Pocket Size 165 x 65 mm
- Pocket Centres 665 mm
- Horizontal C of G 520 mm
- Vertical C of G 630 mm
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